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1. INTRODUCTION

Today, individuals, governments, and companies are increasingly relying on technology; this consequently raises a whole new set of technology-related challenges for regulators and policy-makers. In particular, the new developments and problems posed by electronic identity and personal identity management are taking on an even more important role. While the importance of identity management systems solutions is widely understood, relatively little has been written on the accompanying regulatory and legal aspects of electronic identity. This is so despite the fact that members of the European Parliament, the Council of Europe and EU Commissioners Reding and Kuneva have repeatedly expressed concern over the negative consequences of these developments.

This white paper thus addresses questions relating to the main challenges in the legal sphere, and what policy-makers could do to address these challenges by various legal means and instruments. The focus is on the regulatory and legal issues, not technical ones, as these have been addressed in detail in other fora, such as the recent identity management primer by OECD. The white paper was born as a result of an electronic identity and law workshop in Brussels on 15 May, 2009. It is a systematic extension of the workshop discussions and represents a seminal research paper on electronic identity and law.

The questions addressed in the paper are:

- What evidence exists on important trends and drivers?
- What, if any, are the main regulatory challenges?
- What tools (institutions, regulations, etc.) are available?
- Is a rethinking of the current regulatory framework necessary?

The white paper provides a starting point for a wide reflection on the current, sparse regulatory framework. While it, intentionally, falls well short of proposing an integrated, Community regulation of identity, it identifies in depth the gaps in the current regulatory framework and explores the relative merits of a coordinated approach to the regulation of identity in the digital age, an approach that speaks directly to the policy agendas mentioned. It is a first step in raising consensus on the need to study how the role and characteristics of identity are changing, and how these changes are taking place in the digital domain.

---


2. Transition and Its Policy Relevance

As the availability of digital content and distribution over digital infrastructure increases, the idea of digital living is being enabled. This means that we will need to use a mix of appropriately transformed old services as well as a set of new virtual services and applications. As part of this development, identification, authentication, authorisation (IAA), and access to services need to be managed ever more strenuously to ensure trusted access to both public and private applications. However, at the moment there is no universally accepted Internet identity infrastructure available to handle identification, authentication, authorisation online5. (Figure 1).

Figure 1. On the Internet, Nobody Knows You’re a Dog6.

Nevertheless, during the last 20 years of Internet operation a certain level of trust has been created, at least in some realms, such as electronic banking where banks have set up their own trusted identity infrastructure using for instance tokens and special devices. As a result we have a plethora of sector specific solutions, (based on e.g. SSL encryption, PIN, tokens) and e-services (e.g. PKI infrastructure with either strong or weak authentication). Problems culminate with these varying levels of assurance and protection, as the use of advanced Internet services becomes widespread.

There is an increasing awareness among policy makers and legislators that digital identities are vital to the way Internet services are provided and to citizens’ everyday life (e.g with regard to digital living and advanced eServices). It is recognized that the same personal data that are used to enable access to services transforms into digital traces and the increasing linking of EU citizens’ personal data to their online and offline activities raises a new set of issues concerning human rights, fairness and discrimination, competitiveness and competition, and digital market integration. There are concerns about the stepping over European citizens’ human rights, including privacy and mobility, in an ever expanding surveillance society, perpetrated by business 7 and

---

5 Commonly, people refer to this as 'on the internet nobody knows who you are', but this is conflating the issues, because often it does not matter who you are, but rather you're entitlement to some service matters. For instance, for some services one needs to be of age. It would be sufficient to assess that the claim that you are of age is true. This is not possible in many jurisdictions without revealing much more identity data. Also proving one's name (as a shorthand for one's identity) is not possible in many jurisdictions.

6 Peter Steiner, New Yorker, Condé Nast Publications, July 5, 1993.

public authorities alike. There are concerns about the potential impact of online data collection, targeting and profiling on consumers, including impacts on privacy, measured against the desire to foster the take up of advanced digital services by EU citizens. Moreover, further issues arise concerning the consequences of the Internet of Things, IPv6 and cloud computing for personal data disclosure, storage and control.

Identity data, considered as an enabler of the digital economy, is likely to become a key component of DG Information Society and the Media new Commissioner and portfolio. Policy makers have a crucial role to play in setting the framework conditions so as to sustain this shift while maximising the benefits for economy and society. But also there is consensus that only when European citizens will be aware of, understand and fully enjoy the ‘digital rights’ granted to them by current EU regulations, will consumer confidence and the single market for businesses blossom, hence fulfilling the promise of the European digital market.

3. EMERGING TRENDS

At the moment, many of the building blocks for new identity infrastructures are already in place. The technology and systems in use are reasonably developed, and the existing practices and regulatory framework (i.e. telecommunications, e-privacy, e-signatures, data protection directives, the EU internal market, and consumer protection legislation) enable the further development of electronic identity infrastructures. In the mobile sphere, identification mechanisms have already been established and work relatively well. We can also see a new trend from circles of trust to open systems.

From this background, we can foresee the growth in the use of several different forms of electronic identity. Even today there is widespread use of eGovernment, eHealth, and eLearning applications. Furthermore, identity management systems are continuously improving, and activities towards further standards and agreements (cross-border and cross-sector) are being developed and utilised. Some infrastructure for integrated electronic identity infrastructures has already appeared, which allows for a better balance between more accountability and more anonymity in online transactions.

Another trend is the increased profiling activities, both for profit (mainly in the case of private businesses) and for security (mainly in the case of governments). However, it is


11 Council of the European Union, Council Conclusions on Future Networks and the Internet (Brussels: Council of the European Union, 2008).


13 See for example: Günter Müller and Sven Wohlgemuth, Study on Mobile Identity Management (Albert-Ludwigs-Universität Freiburg, Germany: FIDIS Network, 2005).


4. CURRENT CHALLENGES IN REGULATORY AND LEGAL ASPECTS OF ELECTRONIC IDENTITY

In this white paper, we have identified and categorised the current challenges for the use of electronic identity into three clusters. These are the definitions-related challenges, identity rights related challenges, and the ones arising from the developments in the electronic identity industry. We will look at each of these in turn.

Definitions

One key issue regarding the legal aspects of electronic identity is its provider. Traditionally, identity and thus electronic identity have been and are state-allocated. In the last few years we have also seen the emergence of user-chosen identity (but mediated by the industry)\(^{16}\). The former can be referred to as eID, the latter as eid. In addition to this basic division, there is a need for a further definition and clarification of terms. Some key concepts are: identity, electronic identity, identifier, and partial identity.

A major threat in the future will come from identity being linked to objects, raising new issues concerning what is personal data, and what is personal identity data\(^{18}\) (Internet of things as a challenge).

Historically, identity has been in the background, which raises uncertainties about its legal role in a transactional context\(^{19}\), but as a result of technological development, technologies such as cloud computing and Internet of Things create new objects related to people and hence new profiling possibilities. Mobility presents yet another challenge, in this case for location-based profiling.

Emerging technologies exacerbate the complexity of identity-related issues. Technologies such as cloud computing and Internet of Things create new objects related to people and hence new profiling possibilities. Mobility presents yet another challenge, in this case for location-based profiling.

Overall, identity-related issues remain the same as in the past but many more parameters have to be considered. The most important of these are accountability, anonymity, technological robustness, legal liability, and their various implications. In general, the trends seem to point to the direction of user-chosen identities increasing in importance, and government-allocated ones decreasing (I am not sure since e-ID might be as regards to at least transactional operations be viewed as more secure and as they are moreless gratuitously delivered quite interesting for people. Other problem the difficulty for people to manage a variety of different electronic keys. As I suggested the question of competition between private electronic signatures and official ones must be underlined).

identity and its use context will become ever more significant. In addition, it can be dangerous to define identity in abstract terms, without being specific about its practical consequences, given that different rules apply in different contexts and businesses, as well as being different in the private and public sectors.

Apart from the lack of generally accepted terminology, there is no common language in different contexts and businesses. A common language is necessary to reach a shared understanding of the issues and the equal development of identity infrastructures in different sectors. The problem is compounded by policy-makers' in general not being prepared to tackle the issue, since most policy-makers of today are not well versed in web and identity related issues.

### Identity Rights

There is evidence that, while with traditional service provision the requirement for identification lies with the provider, with the Internet it is the user that requires to access a service (most likely offered by another user who does not consider becoming a service provider) and thus it is the user that requires being authenticated. This leads to two different understandings of identity rights (if any such rights are thought to exist independently). These are, firstly, the right to be identified (with accurate identity information available when and where required, and on the other hand the limits of identification: privacy and data protection), and secondly, the right of one person's identity not to be misrepresented19. The second issue is more complex to deal with, and also a relatively new one, having emerged to such an extent as a result of the extremely fast developments in personal identity. On the other hand, the claim of the existence of an underlying right to identity is far more complex for data that is not controlled by the individual (e.g. by governments and companies) and that is not unique (proliferation). The correct representation (contextual integrity) of the data, based on autonomy, may be the underlying principle in both circumstances.

**Anonymity (or/and pseudonimity?),** an underlying principle of privacy, has long been recognised as a social value. Even though data minimisation is important, we must go beyond: more possibilities for anonymous transactions, for transactions using a pseudonym or concluded through a third party anonymiser must become available than there currently are. On the one hand, we need mandatory mechanisms that allow 'switching off' identity. On the other hand, the increasing intrusion invites regulatory action concerning companies' value propositions, which need to be transparent and whose benefits should be clearly stated and measurable. This should be acceptable for businesses, as the guiding principle for their activities is what we want, not who we are. Therefore the key principles here are opacity of information and transparency of transaction.

Furthermore, it is important to discuss which identity is used in which situation: for example, private/public might be one useful distinction. Electronic identity also means different things in different use cases: for healthcare, social networking sites, and business transactions, to give just a few examples, the characteristics of and requirements for electronic identity are very different. A related point is that the data provided by individuals may be considered the personal property of the individual, at least in cases where the data is personal and specific to the person providing it.

---


20 The need for strong identity legislation has been emphasized, among others, by the EU Commissioner for Human Rights: Hammarberg, T. Strong data protection rules are needed to prevent the emergence of a surveillance society. Strasbourg, 2008, Council of Europe, Commissioner for Human Rights.
However, there are alternative cases such as the health sector, where the data are not known or understood by users well enough to be given control over them. A common view today is that user-chosen identity (eID) will drive the government-provided identity (eID). The rationale behind this argument is that however much data governments hold does not matter; instead, what matters is the way the data is used (i.e. according to OECD principles\(^{21}\)). A real danger is posed by the fact that due to information technologies, profiling not only is possible, but becomes easy and can be automated\(^{22}\); this leads to profiles that are generated and used without citizens' knowledge\(^{23}\). Generally speaking, it is unclear what are the benefits for the citizens of increased surveillance; there is limited evidence of the impact of these technologies on security (especially in the case of national security, as profiling is not a reliable method for predicting rare events), but also in other fields, the impact of increased surveillance needs to be assessed\(^{24}\). Surveillance activities always involve economic trade-offs; these need to be monetised and economically modelled to make informed decisions.

In addition, the proliferation of eID means a significant burden on the information handling capabilities of governments, a burden they in general find difficult to handle. Some common problems are the economic restraints faced by governments and the occasional security issues\(^{25}\) with government databases. Indeed, in many situations auditing controls may be useful or even necessary. The economic and security-related problems seem to indicate that a major part of the development of electronic identity would have to take place outside of government systems (in terms of quantity of developments, not in terms of their absolute value, since the crucial identity management systems will still have to be provided by governments). Moreover, states are not only controlling citizens, as government behaviour may spread into business; but then, through its purchasing power and through demand side regulation, the state at least has the capacity to dictate de facto standards in relation to personal data handling (and setting a moral precedent based on the following argument: we have more data than we need, but we will use them appropriately).

Finally, according to the OECD primer for policy-makers, there are four main challenges in terms of ensuring user privacy: (i) issues regarding the long-term safe storage and appropriate usage of personal information, and eliminating identity-related personal information when it is no longer needed; (ii) since the greater availability of credentials from high-level assurance systems could increase their use in systems with lower-level assurance needs, there could be an increased risk for personal data; (iii) the identity systems that facilitate anonymity and pseudonymity may raise new issues with regard to who has the right to decide which data should be veiled and when it can be unveiled; (iv) the fact that differences may arise as to which practices of identity and data collection,

---


use, and retention can be left to market forces and which should be subject to government intervention.\textsuperscript{26}

**Developments in the Electronic Identity Industry**

An ever more important issue in the eId industry is the **increasing monopolies** that are **outside the control of a single eId market regulation**. In this context, there is a need for the European Commission to ensure that EU institutions and member states (MS) are dealing with citizens’ data correctly and transparently, as the most important regulating bodies, supported by regional and local authorities. Lately some companies have begun making the same argument (data availability does not matter); but there are questions as to whether businesses get the same level of scrutiny as governments do, and whether the data protection processes of all businesses are scrutinised equally. It should be kept in mind that collecting consumer information for business purposes and respecting their privacy can be competing goals\textsuperscript{27}.

Another problem related to the relationship between governments and business is that there may be **collusive behaviours** between governments and companies on the covert release of citizens' data (sometimes, as in the US, for money); this creates an economy of personal data which poses significant dangers in terms of erosion of privacy. The kind of citizen data that may be at risk due to its business relevance includes passenger travel records, accommodation records or SWIFT data for financial transfers. Rules that openly oversee such transactions would work best. There should be in-built guarantees that the data will be used responsibly, e.g. via state control, or through the user being able to decide how his data will be used. However, there is still a need for a debate on who is best placed to govern the overseeing of the implementation, and whether the supervising authority should be the same or a different actor in different contexts. Finally, the companies should also have economic incentives\textsuperscript{28}, apart from moral ones, to act responsibly.

A yet another industry-related challenge relates to **infomediaries including web 2.0 platforms**: private gatekeepers (such as the ISPs, Google, Facebook) of people's personal data that have a significant degree of control eating into areas which were previously opaque (such as the case of nominal e-ticketing, in which identity tags are attached to transactions that were previously anonymous). These gatekeepers have an overview of how you act with different companies and Internet sites and in different contexts. There should be adequate legislation in place to deal with the increasing role of infomediaries and to ensure data protection in their operations.

We can identify four different sets of problems in relation to infomediaries: (i) they do more than the collection of digital traces, collecting data from different sources, and there is little transparency over their current or future use which can create monopolistic attitudes; (ii) this in turn creates issues of trust and a need for a behavioural assessment of the user, as well as a need to evaluate benefits to consumers and society; (iii) it adds implications for responsibility and accountability, and provokes a re-thinking of economic incentives; (iv) it raises issues in relation to supervision and control, governance, soft regulation and benchmarking of company activities.

\textsuperscript{26} OECD, *The Role of Digital Identity Management in the Internet Economy: A Primer for Policymakers*.


Other Challenges

In addition to the direct challenges to identity law and regulation discussed above, there are also indirect challenges. Most importantly, identity (as implemented in today's eID and eId systems) is necessarily linked to trust and societal acceptance, since we have no way to know whether people are misusing our personal data, which we voluntarily supply to access a given service. In general, there is very limited if any societal discussion on these topics, with the exception of a few countries, and definitely not at EU level. On a societal level, there is a strong need to link whatever implementation of eID and eId to measures of benefits for citizens and society. There is thus a need to do impact assessment: are citizens trading their personal data? In exchange for what? Under what assumptions? As a concrete example, it can be argued that data collection could be justified by the added public security, but in the UK the courts have not accepted this argument.

Technologies like web2.0, SOA with Web3.0, Internet of Things, cloud computing, IPv6, and location based services will also generate further challenges to the existing framework. They further increase data maximisation vs. minimisation, confer systems ways to identifying people, reduce possibilities for non-nominative transactions, link identity to objects and create further data fragmentation (which may then be data-mined). These growing tensions also apply to other 'identity' principles, such as purpose and unlinkability, which become more complex to manage in such environments.

Finally, not everything revolves around data protection, as consumer protection and social discrimination are significant components to consider in the regulatory discussion (where not only personal data at stake: the benefits and consequences of data protection in these contexts are equally important, if not more so).

5. TOOLS AND INSTITUTIONS

Even today, we already have various tools and institutions available to deal with the new requirements for identity management. The existing legislation is already extensive and provides many tools for tackling the challenges, but there are still problems due to a lack of standard implementation. In this context, there are many difficulties related to the inefficiency of data protection supervision (the relatively passive involvement across the EU, the limited powers of the Article 29 Working Party, and the differences in how proactive the national data protection authorities are), the inexistence of a single market for eID (because of differences in legislation across member states), and great disparity in national implementation of identity-related legislation, across members states and sectors (possibly even more disparity than has been previously argued, though some information exchange takes place, for example, in the legal system29). Almost nothing is known, for instance, about data protection across national borders (in the form of comparative studies or similar). Currently, data protection works under EU first pillar, which concentrates on consumer protection and market integration. At the moment data protection is processed differently under EU pillar three (security and defence, including protection from terrorist activities), though a similar processing under this pillar would be highly relevant. [more on this in the final version of the paper]

The biggest implementation-related issue is the compliance of member states and companies with existing principles enshrined in the current legislation. Therefore, compliance with the law and its enforcement by data protection authorities is a key step

to be taken, the need for the enforcement being made increasingly visible by technological developments. At the moment, most member states have implemented the e-signatures Directive in their legislation\(^{30}\), which is an important step towards standardized legal environment. This facilitates legal interoperability regarding a building block for electronic identities\(^{31}\). A complementary issue is the interoperability of identity solutions across contexts and/or national boundaries (which we call business interoperability): it may become an issue if the technological implementations are too specific or too tailored to the needs of a particular country or situation, as argued in the report quoted by Hayat et al\(^ {32}\).

The main issue, then, is the application of the principles (self-induced, regulatory, technological) underlying different pieces of legislation\(^ {33}\), as even the systems being considered and designed today clearly do not conform to them. The most important of these principles are minimisation: use and collection of the minimum personal data necessary to complete a transaction; proportionality: the maxim that no action should be taken which exceeds the demands of the situation in question; and unlinkability: ensuring that two pieces of unrelated personal data cannot be linked to each other by any actors. For instance, personal data centralisation and fragmentation are both a problem and a solution; there is a need to find a balance between identity efficiency and protection in scalability. The ‘privacy by design’ approach (one where identity protection measures are built into the systems from the start) is a possible solution in this respect\(^ {34}\).

The current tools at our disposal also include the more specific compliance-inducing regulations, such as drafting of industry Codes of Conduct\(^ {35}\) (for specific fields) to create a level playing field and for risk management, again needing support and approval from consumers (e.g. recent RFID recommendation); support for elaboration of standards (regulatory: W3C, pling, etc); and enforcement of EU regulation towards members states (infringement procedure). All these solutions point to a need for a more focused EU legislation addressing the ‘grey’ area surrounding the implementation of existing regulations (industry, member states). The latter item can be seen as a tried and tested and well understood way of ensuring member state activity in a given field, and as such relatively easy to implement.

One possible solution is embedding the principles directly in the new architectures to come. In this respect, an important problem is personal data fragmentation; fragmentation is both a resource (if it enables privacy and enables identities that are limited to a specific use) and a challenge (as it may create market dynamics of oligopoly on people’s identity and de facto standards). This is related to the issue of centralisation


\(^{34}\) M Langenreich, Privacy by Design - Principles of Privacy-Aware Ubiquitous Systems (Springer, 2001).

vs. decentralisation\textsuperscript{36}: we generally assume that decentralisation is better (safer, more efficient, etc.), for example due to a smaller likelihood of the system being abused later on if there are several different stakeholders, but this is not necessarily the case in practice.

If we then move to a more general view of the legislation, most of the existing legislation does not deal with identity per se, but this is not true if we move down to specific applications and fields\textsuperscript{37}. Therefore stating the need for a reform of the regulatory framework may be dangerous: this needs time to reach down, it is counterproductive to constantly modify and criticise current regulation, and technological neutrality is necessary. What may be required is a sort of translational legal science, whereby abstract principles are made more understandable in practice by integrating perspectives, and possible solutions, from other domains (see an example of how this can be done from the medical domain).\textsuperscript{38} In the case of eId, this would imply looking at cryptography on the one hand and at value embedded design on the other hand (as an example of the translational paradigm of combining different perspectives). In this context, privacy by design and 'Code\textsuperscript{39} as code, as a technological choice would be a very valuable regulatory tool.

6. Possible Policy Responses to Current Challenges

This section addresses the following questions:

- What – if any – are the solutions? What is the (likely) impact of these solutions? How difficult would it be to implement them?

- Who are the stakeholders involved? What should they do?

Possibly the most important policy action, as discussed in the previous chapter, is the enforcement of current legislation. The legislation already offers substantial possibilities for data protection and the regulation of personal data management issues. What remains to be done is to ensure that all current business and government practices in this area conform to the law as it is, and that there are no loopholes in the legislation being exploited. The European Data Protection Commissioner has a significant role to play in this; for details, see e.g. Hustinx (2004)\textsuperscript{40}.

Another very important issue is the layering of regulation on eId in the data protection directives (DPD) of specific fields such as health. In these cases, specific legislation and regulation is deployed on top of general provisions. On the one hand, this runs counter to attempts at systematisation, but on the other hand, it could provide a good rationale


\textsuperscript{37} See FIDIS work in this area, for example on legislation on ID theft in different member states: FIDIS, A Survey on Legislation on Id Theft in the Eu and a Number of Other Countries (2008).

\textsuperscript{38} http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Translational_medicine


for understanding which issues are specific to each field and which is shared between different sectors.

The role of the EC and EU as a large client for many companies in the eID industry should also be considered. Based on this, the Commission could exert significant regulation on privacy and data protection via its buying power (i.e., only buy into the best standards). The EC could also persuade the member states to act likewise at the procurement stage of eID.

Also, it should be kept in mind that ‘identity’, electronic or otherwise, is not Community Law. Identity can be discussed (and has been discussed: see e.g. Sullivan 200841) under different headings to address the issues (the Commission has pushed in this direction several times, e.g. the eServices card); this is problematic, unless Community Law is changed.

The policy option that would possibly have the largest impact, though not the easiest feasibility, is societal discussion and acceptance of identity implementation; a democratic process of acceptance that is almost unanimously seen as legitimising eID in Europe. This has more to do with the active involvement of citizenship in the understanding and definition of personal data, privacy, and user control, than with education and awareness raising. The citizens must be empowered to manage their own digital identities appropriately and with means suitable to various situations. If the impacts of new identity implementations on the citizen are neglected, we will most likely end up with unsuitable solutions or with a low rate of acceptance.

Another area of policy options is formed by soft legal-technical regulatory solutions, based on Best Available Techniques for identity: anonymous identity, cryptography, DRM, guidelines for compliance, and Commission Recommendations as a suitable tool (e.g. on identifiers). These, largely based on soft regulation and persuasion, would offer a good balance between impact and chances of implementation at the present time. These include solutions that keep personal data separate, allowing data control on behalf of citizens, rather than by citizens (which could carry problems, due to increasing responsibility in case of lack of skills).

However, best available techniques (BATs) need to be seen as clearly linked to compliance; therefore not BATs in general, but BATs that generate compliance with specific eID regulation. In this context, the behavioural issues regarding the acceptance of different types of soft solutions should be analysed. Standardisation solutions, not necessarily EU level, (technical: privacy seals, ISO for IDMS) are often held to have a lower impact than other types of policy actions; this identifies a need for a debate on what the aims and benefits of standardisation (legal, technical) are in the field of eID.

In Annex 1, we provide some more specific policy actions that the European Commission and the member states could take, based on a list compiled in the Electronic Identity and Law workshop held in Brussels on May 15, 2009.

7. Conclusions

[to be written when the paper has been completed]
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ANNEX 1. LIST OF POSSIBLE POLICY OPTIONS FOR ELECTRONIC IDENTITY. COMPILED IN "ELECTRONIC IDENTITY AND LAW" WORKSHOP, BRUSSELS, MAY 15, 2009.

a. Enforce EU regulation towards non-EU companies. (With regard to the common belief that companies whose home base is outside the EU enjoy a competitive advantage because the privacy laws and regulations in their home countries are not as strict as in the EU.) 42

b. Enforce EU regulation towards members states (infringement procedure). (Currently member states do not enforce existing regulations with equal efficiency.)

c. Enforce Article 29 work + opinions (implementation by data protection authorities). Article 29 is very valuable work but carries limited regulatory weight.

d. Standardise definitions of personal data across EU. (Different definitions make it difficult to enforce common regulation.)

e. Standardise implementation of application of DPD + consumer protection. (Again, different approaches and implementations complicate regulation.) 44

f. New supra-national legislation on eId. (EC should take a more active role in legislation given that the existing legislation is not sufficient.)

g. Standardisation solutions, not necessarily EU level (technical: privacy seals, ISO for IDMS) (Standards as a tool for creating technical uniformity and facilitating regulation.)

h. eId package relying on existing tools (regulation). (A new collection of laws and regulations that together form a package for regulating identity, privacy, and data protection issues.) 45

i. eId regulation as infrastructural, like the eSignatures Directive. (A new directive, or similar higher-level legislation, that provides technology-neutral legislation on how to regulate identity.)

j. Including identity in Community Law (for parts not related to government activities).

k. Co-regulation for specific aspects, like SNS for young people (co-regulation between the industry and the Commission). 46

l. Privacy enforcing using ePrivacy Directive art. 14.2 on compliance of terminals

---

42 For more information, see for example: Article 29 Working Party, Working Document on Frequently Asked Questions (Faqs) Related to Binding Corporate Rules, 1271-00-02/08/En, Wp 155 (Brussels: 2008).


m. Best Available Techniques – BATs for identity (anonymous identity, cryptography, DRM)

n. Guidelines for compliance. (Provision of guidelines by the EC to the industry.)

o. Recommendations as a suitable tool (e.g. identifiers).

p. Support for elaboration of standards (regulatory: W3C, pling, etc).

q. Codes of conduct (for specific fields) to create level playing field and for risk management; eCommerce Directive: CoC needs support from consumers (e.g. RFID recommendation). (The provision of codes of conduct by the industry itself, which all companies operating in the EU27 market must fulfil, and the breaching of which would lead to some kind of sanctions.)

r. Societal discussion, social shaping of identity technologies (consultation, consumer action, activism mobilising civil society). (As a way of better understanding what kind of laws, regulations and underpinning moral standards we want.)
Without reading Sullivan, I have no clue what you mean by this. YP : I agree with Ronald.

That goes a bit too quick. Anonymity and privacy are related, but anon does not underlie privacy. If one adopts the Warren/Brandeis definition of privacy, then anon has got nothing to do with it.

It would be important to discuss that individuals (should have a right) to have multiple electronic/digital identities and use these (within boundaries) in different contexts. Audience segregation, partial identities etc belong here.